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It is hard to fathom that a "prison" movie could be a source of tremendous hope, light and inspiration. What
quietly amazes everyone in the prison -- and us, too -- is the way he accepts the good and the bad as all part of
some larger pattern than only he can fully see. Their hope is apparent throughout the movie despite having to
spend 28 and 40 years in prison respectively, hence hugely inspiring theme all. Reference Spignesi, J.
Cinematography Shooting of the Shaw shank redemption is done in the realistic view which is clearly
demonstrated by various scenes and their photography. There are so many memorable scenes in Shawshank
Redemption, however, the closing scene is certainly among one of the best closing scenes ever witnessed. Oh,
most surely, yes, he replies; but the fire goes out of his assurances as the years march past, and there is the
sense that he has been institutionalized -- that, like another old lifer who kills himself after being paroled, he
can no longer really envision life on the outside. The story is narrated by " Red " Redding Morgan Freeman ,
who has been inside the walls of Shawshank Prison for a very long time and is its leading entrepreneur.
Hadley in one scene is compassionate but in others is a merciless and brutal guard. Analysis Shawshank
Redemption has a classical narrative structure, which is dominant in the movie. Tweet "The Shawshank
Redemption" is a movie about time, patience and loyalty -- not sexy qualities, perhaps, but they grow on you
during the subterranean progress of this story, which is about how two men serving life sentences in prison
become friends and find a way to fight off despair. Generally editing and sound in the Shawshank redemption
are used to create continuity of the movie. It is this lovely human touch that adds brilliance to the movie.
Advertisement The director, Frank Darabont , paints the prison in drab grays and shadows, so that when key
events do occur, they seem to have a life of their own. Conclusion In conclusion, the various parts and
characteristics were brilliantly combined to produce one of the best movies. From time to time, measuring the
decades, he goes up in front of the parole board, and they measure the length of his term 20 years, 30 years
and ask him if he thinks he has been rehabilitated. New York: Career Press. Or when he oversteps his
boundaries and is thrown into solitary confinement. He succeeds in developing characters loved by the
audience and with the ability to drive the storyline. The audience is left chanting, and he lived happily ever
after at the happy ending always common in classical movies. It achieves greatness because it touches the soul
with a straightforward cinematic experience filled with brilliant dialogue, exemplary performances and a
message of hope in the midst of the darkest of times. The main focus is Andy, wrongly convicted for double
murders have the audience pitying him hence his innocence is not lost on the audience.


